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In this paper, the bending loss, modal field diameter and the modal field distribution of the air core
optical fiber are investigated. The effect of optical and geometrical parameters on the bending loss,
power confinement and modal field diameter are examined in this special fiber. Detailed design
parameters and operation principles of the air core optical fiber are discussed. The structure is
based on a unique three layered structure of air core optical fiber, having the central air core,
germanium silicate ring core, and silica cladding. It has been demonstrated that air core optical
fiber has an excellent mode transformation capability. The air core optical fiber is expected to have
a versatile application in local area optical communication networks and tunable wavelength
selective devices. The main advantages of air core optical fiber are low bend loss and small mode
field diameter, which is a prime focus of this paper. 
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1. Introduction

For the last three decades, there is a tremendous development of optical fiber technol-
ogy for optical communications in order to increase transmission distance, data rate
and bandwidth. The conventional optical fiber consists of a solid glass core with a high-
er refractive index circumscribed by cladding with a relatively lower refractive index.
There are three major transmission optical fibers: single-mode fibers (SMFs), disper-
sion compensating fibers (DCFs) and non-zero dispersion shifted fibers (NZDSFs).
Due to the replacement of telephonic wire with optical fiber worldwide in the end of
the 20th century, the demand for silica based special fibers has increased manifold.
Hence, the dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) magnificently developed and deployed to ob-
tain larger communication capacity by optimization of the chromatic dispersion on
the S-, C-, and L-bands. Alongside with these transmission fibers, especially fibers
such as rare earth-doped fibers, attenuation fibers, photosensitive fibers, and polariza-
tion maintaining fibers have been also developed for optical devices. 
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These fibers, however, do have the common platform as transmission fibers in
a sense that they do share the solid glass core/cladding structures. Recently, there have
been new technical challenges to develop fibers with an air core to provide optical func-
tions and improve characteristics that were not available in conventional solid core
fibers. Holey fibers [1], omni-guide fibers [2], hollow IR transmitting fibers [3], and
hollow core optical fibers [4] have been recently introduced to unusual guiding struc-
tures and subsequently demonstrated varieties of new passages of novel applications.
These holey air silica structured optical fibers have been intensively examined for
their unique and extraordinary optical properties, such as continuous single mode op-
eration [5] and unusual group-velocity dispersion (GVD) in the visible region [6] uti-
lizing a very powerful new degree of freedom in fiber design, the period of air core.
In most conventional fiber devices the wave guidance is achieved by the total internal
reflection in the effective step index guiding structure where the index near the central
part is raised by silica defects keeping the effective index in the cladding lower. How-
ever in a photonic crystal fiber or holey fiber, the light guidance takes place by dif-
fraction phenomena rather than reflection phenomena. Recently, defects in this guiding
air core optical fiber (ACOF) have also opened a new way of producing a low mode
field diameter and bend loss by changing core diameter. Utilizing these features, va-
rieties of recent fiber devices have been proposed to control optical power, polarization
and spectral response [7–9]. Omni-guide fibers are based on the radial periodic struc-
ture of high and low index concentric rings, which is provided by high refractive index
glasses and low refractive index polymer. In contrast, ACOFs have a central air core,
where the majority of optical power is carried axially by the radial photonic Bragg con-
dition. Similarly, hollow IR transmitting hollow fibers carry the optical fiber through
the central air hole by reflective metal or metal-insulator coating on the inner surface
of the holey fiber. These types of fibers can be applied in practice as mode convertors
or optical filters, to mention just a few devices. 

2. Theory of air core optical fiber (ACOF)

A step depressed core optical fiber consists of an inner air core surrounding the raised
index germanium silicate ring core and a silica cladding as shown in Fig. 1. The nu-
merical analysis of ACOF should be done by a full vectorial calculation. We design
a low bend fiber to achieve the large index difference between the inner air core and
the outer ring core. However, as far as a mode cut-off was concerned, the linearly-po-
larized, the weakly guiding approximation is still valid. To confirm this, the results
using the LP mode assumption and commercial software (Opti-fiber) that uses a full
vectorial simulation were compared. The error in the calculated effective indices of
modes was within 1% in most cases.

Due to the reason mention above, the weakly guiding approximation and the line-
arly polarized LP modes were considered for simplicity. This assumption will also be
applied to the numerical approach to the properties of the ACOF, which will be further
discussed. The refractive indices of the ring core, cladding and the air core sections
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are ncore, nclad (= 1.647 or 1.450) and nair (= 1), respectively. The air core, ring core
and cladding radii are rair, rcore and rclad, respectively. Here, the core thickness T is de-
fined as 

T = rcore – rair (1)

The electric field component of guided modes is defined as 

l = 0, ±1, ±2, ... (2)

where r, ϕ  are the radial and tangential co-ordinates in the plane perpendicular to
the fiber axis and z is the length axis of the fiber. Here e(r) is an solution of
the Helmholtz equation, which means the radial dependence of the electric field com-
ponent. It can be written as follows [10]:

(3)

Here, r is the radial position and A, B, C and D are constants where Il (Kl) is the l-th
order modified Bessel function of the first (second) kind and Jl (Yl) is the l-th order
Bessel function of the first (second) kind; v, u and w are the model parameters and they
are defined as

(4)

(5)

(6)

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view and refractive index profile
of an air core optical fiber.
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Here, the eigenvalue β  is the propagation constant of each mode and k0 is the wave
number. By applying the continuity of electric field at two boundaries r = rair and rcore,
the following 4×4 matrix type characteristic equation can be obtained [11]:

(7)

The propagation constant β  can be obtained from Eq. (7) numerically and for each
azimuthal index l, the characteristic equation has multiple solutions yielding discrete
propagation constants β lm (m = 1, 2, ...), which represents a guided mode. The trans-
verse field distribution of each mode can be computed from Eq. (3) after determining
the constants A, B, C and D from the achieved propagation constant (β ) value. A pri-
mary target of the ACOF is a distributed fiber waveguide filter for high power
fiber laser sources operating at short wavelengths. Therefore, calculating fiber param-
eters for the fundamental mode cut-off is the main objective here in this paper. In order
to obtain the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength, the propagation constant of
the LP01 mode at several core thicknesses was calculated depending on wavelength and
then it was converted to the effective index, which is defined as neff = β /k0. Figure 2
shows the variation of the effective indices of the LP01 mode depending on core
thickness and wavelength at a fixed core diameter of 6 μm. Here, the maximum powers
transfer through the ring core and the minimum powers transfer through the central
air core. 

In general, the modal cut-off wavelength takes place when the effective index of
the guided mode becomes equal to the silica cladding index. After cut-off wavelength,
the mode does not guide through the core any more. However, it is found while doing
simulation that ACOF shows a fundamental LP01 mode cut-off wavelength. In case
of ACOF, the mode cut-off occurs when the effective index neff of the LP01 mode
becomes equal to the silica cladding index nclad. Beyond this wavelength, the funda-
mental mode does not exist in the core. This property is similar to that of a W-type
fiber, which exhibits the waveguide filter characteristics [12]. The appearance of
the fundamental mode cut-off in an ACOF is due to the negative value of the volume
integration of a relative refractive index in a hollow structure (because of its central
air core section) [13]. For the case of ACOF, the effective index and cut-off wavelength
of few lower order modes are shown in Table 1.

In the ACOF, the air core has an effect on mode characteristics too as it is apparent
from Table 1. In Table 1, the effective index and cut-off wavelength were calculated
at a fixed core radius of  3 μm. Here, the refractive index of silica cladding was assumed

Il vrair( ) Jl urair( )– Yl urair( )– 0

vI'l vrair( ) uJ'l urair( )– uY'l urair( )– 0

0 Jl urcore( ) Yl urcore( )– Kl wrcore( )–

0 uJ'l urcore( ) uY'l urcore( )– wK'l wrcore( )–
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to be 1.45, which indicates that the dependence on the air core width in the cut-off
wavelength of the LP01 mode is small. However, the effective indices of the LP01 mode
at shorter wavelengths were different, depending on the core width, which in fact will
affect the properties of ACOF. For example, the low effective index of LP01 at a given
wavelength could be detrimental to the bending performances of the LP01 mode in
the fiber. In terms of the fiber waveguide filter, the bending loss is highly related to
the sharpness of the filter. For the higher order mode LP11, the cut-off wavelength has
shifted to the longer wavelength side while the core width is increased. In the case of
ACOF with the core radius of  3 μm, the effective index of the LP11 mode significantly
closes to that of the LP01 mode, which means that the fiber with the larger core width
can easily be multi-mode and it is difficult to separate the higher order modes from
the fundamental (LP01) mode. Therefore, for the gain medium, if the core width be-
comes wide, the core area can be relatively increased and this improves the pump ab-
sorption in a cladding pump configuration, while the single-mode operation at a desired
wavelength will become more challenging.

3. Computation of modal field distribution 
in air core optical fiber (ACOF)

The propagation constants β  and the parameters v, u and w are calculated from the char-
acteristic Eq. (7). Also, by applying the boundary conditions (field continuity at r = rair
and rclad), the constants A, B, C and D can be calculated numerically from Eq. (3). After
obtaining all these parameters, the modal field distribution of LP modes supported
by the ring-core can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the modal field distributions of dif-
ferent modes (LP01, LP11, LP21 and LP31) in an ACOF with a 3 μm air core radius and
a 3.5 μm outer core thickness. In order to see another higher order mode, the core index
was increased while the wavelength was considered to be 1.550 μm. The modal field
distribution of the LP01 mode was doughnut in shape and the optical field is well con-
fined in the ring core. However, the field component in the central air region is very
weak, while it is relatively strong in the ring core and the field is broadened from
the ring-core to the silica cladding, which causes the increase of the mode field diam-
eter. Hence we consider the smaller core radius throughout because the core radius con-
trolled the effective mode field diameter. The higher order mode fields are also formed
in the ring core, whose cut-off characteristics are significantly dependent on the air
core width. The cut-off wavelength of higher order modes (LP11, LP21 and LP31) are
2.421, 1.892 and 1.510 μm, respectively, as it is revealed in Table 1 too. For a fiber
laser, the mode confinement factor (overlap factor with a doped core) of the signal is
one of important parameters, because the signal gain linearly increases depending on
the mode confinement factor [14, 15]. Figure 3 shows the modal field distribution of
ACOF at wavelength 1.55 μm for few modes cases. 

When the effective index neff is close to the refractive index nclad of the silica clad-
ding, the modal parameter u is increasing and w decreases, and the field penetrates
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deeper into the silica cladding. Figure 4 shows the normalized power confinement dis-
tribution along the radial distance which was calculated at specific core thicknesses.
Figure 4 reveals that although the centre core is composed of air, the majority of energy
is confined in the surrounding high-index ring; therefore, the ACOF is different from
the air-core bandgap fiber which is guiding light in the air core. Considering the smaller
core area and the deformed mode field, such fiber seems to have specific applications
in optical communication. It has been found during simulation that as the wavelength
of the light approaches towards the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength of the fiber,
the modal confinement factor is significantly reduced and the field gets broader.

Fig. 3. Modal field distribution of ACOF at wavelength 1.55 μm (inner core radius: 3 μm, outer core
thickness: 3.5 μm), LP01 (a), LP11 (b), LP21 (c), and LP31 (d).
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Beyond the fundamental mode cut-off, where neff = nclad, the modal field does not exist
in the ring core any more. This makes the ACOF suitable for a distributed wavelength
filter. 

4. Mode field diameter (MFD) in air core optical fiber (ACOF)

The MFD is an important parameter related to the optical field distribution in the fiber.
It has been shown that MFD provides useful information about the cabling perfor-
mances, such as possible joint, macro-bending, and micro-bending losses. In an optical
signal, not all the light travels through the core of the fiber. The optical power is dis-
tributed between the core and the cladding. The mode field represents the distribution
of light through the core and cladding of a particular fiber. The near-field mode field
diameter (n-MFD) is defined as: it is the diameter at which the near-field power falls
to 1/e2 of its maximum value [16]. Hence it can be written as

(8)

where E(r) is the optical mode field distribution. The far-field mode field diameter
(f-MFD) is defined as: it is the diameter at which the far-field power falls to 1/e2 of
its maximum value. It can be written as

(9)
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Finally the effective mode field diameter (eff-MFD) is written as

(10)

where Aeff is the effective mode area.

5. Calculation of bending loss of air core optical fiber (ACOF)

Bending loss in the fiber is one of important issues of high power fiber laser sources.
A high bending loss at the signal wavelength degrades the amplifier performance by
reducing the gain. In addition, for compact devices, a bend-resistant fiber may be need-
ed. In a cladding-pumped configuration, the signal that escapes from the core caused
by bending can become a noise source which may cause cladding mode lasing or am-
plified stimulated emission (ASE) noise due to mode-mixing or mode-coupling be-
tween the fundamental mode and other higher modes. In order to study the bending
loss property of ACOF, the uniform bending loss α bending formula for an arbitrary index
profile single mode fiber derived from SAKAI and KIMURA [17] is used

(11)

where R is the bending radius, ncore is the refractive index of the core, rcore is the core
radius, λ is the operating wavelength. Here W∞  is the new mode field radius represent-
ing the bend sensitivity. This is defined by the propagation constant β  of the LP01 mode
and the wave number in the cladding kclad as follows [18]:

(12)

The bend sensitivity is determined by the propagation constant β, which is varied
by the core width, the refractive index difference between the core and cladding, and
the wavelength. When β  approaches the wave number in the cladding kclad, the bend
sensitivity is significantly increased. It means that the index difference between
the effective core index neff  and silica cladding is related to the bending loss. The small-
er it is, the higher the bending loss becomes [19, 20]. In Eq. (11),  is another
important parameter, which represents the normalized field intensity coefficient in
the cladding region. This parameter can be obtained from the following relations:
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r > rcore (13)

(14)

where e (r) is the radial field function in the cladding, Acl is the coefficient of the field
function, and k0 is the modified Bessel function of the first order. Here Pt  is the inte-
grated field intensity, which is determined by the radial field distribution e(r) in
the cladding. For the distributed wavelength waveguide filter, the bend sensitivity is
very high around the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength range, because the effec-
tive index neff of the fundamental mode is close to the refractive index of the silica
cladding nclad. In the case of an ACOF, the bending loss is significantly increased just
before reaching the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength. The bending loss is main-
tained at a low value far from the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength to the shorter
wavelength side. Although the fundamental mode cut-off in the ACOF is well-defined
in theory (neff = nclad), the mode cut-off wavelength is difficult to define in a real case
because of the very high bend-sensitivity near the theoretical fundamental mode cut-off
wavelength.

The bending loss and effective indices as a function of the wavelength were
calculated in the ACOF at several bending radii using Eqs. (11)–(14). The theoretical
fundamental mode cut-off wavelength was 1.53 μm. At this wavelength, the bending
loss of the LP01 mode is significantly higher, which indicates that the light cannot be
confined any more in the ring-core. Further coiling causes a huge bending loss on
the shorter wavelength side and it effectively makes the fundamental mode cut-off
wavelength shift to shorter wavelengths. In practice, the induced 70% loss of the power
per unit length is large enough for the fiber to be considered as “non-guiding”. Based
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on this, the fundamental mode cut-off wavelength can be defined practically, which is
called as the effective fundamental mode cut-off wavelength. Figure 5 presents the ef-
fect of the core radius R on the bending loss. It can be seen that the bending loss de-
creases when R decreases. Also it is useful to mention that at constant value of R,
the bending loss decreases with an increase in the wavelength. The ACOF gives
the good result at R equal to 3 μm. It should be noted that a smaller core further gives
a smaller effective core area and the deformed mode field.

Figure 6 reveals the change in MFD as a function of wavelength at different core
radius. It is apparent from Fig. 6 that as the core radius and wavelength increase,
MFD also increases. Since the mode field is mainly confined in the high-index layer,
and as the core radius increase, the area of the high-index layer is also increased. There-
fore, the MFD should depend on the area of the high-index layer.

6. Conclusion

We have investigated a new structure along with an expanded degree of freedom in
design and manipulation of optical characteristics in an air core optical fiber. We have
analysed mode field distribution in different modes, bend losses, mode field diameter
and power confinement in a ring core. The simulation results show the effect of the core
radius on modal field diameter, the bending losses and mode field diameter. It is more
beneficial for an optical communication point of view. This design is applicable in
an all-fiber tunable wavelength selective device based on ACOF-like mode converter
and waveguide filters. This design and information are useful for low bending loss
transmission optical communication networks.
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